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ABSTRACT

We have obtained the first measurements of $n_e$ and $T_e$ in the DIII–D divertor region with a multi-pulse (20 Hz) Divertor Thomson Scattering (DTS) system. Eight measurement locations are distributed vertically up to 21 cm above the divertor plate. Two-dimensional distributions have been obtained by sweeping the divertor plasma across the DTS measurement location. Several operating modes have been studied, including ohmic, L–mode, Elming H–mode, and Radiative Divertor operation with puffing of D$_2$ and impurities. Mapping of the data to either the $(L_{pol}, \phi)$ or $(R, Z)$ planes with the EFIT equilibrium is used to analyze the 2D profiles. We find that in Elming H–mode: $n_e$, $T_e$, and $P_e$ are relatively constant along field lines from the X–point to the divertor plate, especially near the separatrix field line. With D$_2$ puffing, the DTS profiles indicate that $T_e$ in a large part of divertor region below the X–point is dramatically reduced from ~30–40 eV in Elming H–mode to 1–2 eV. This results in a fairly uniform low-$T_e$ divertor, with an increased electron density in the range of 2 to $4 \times 10^{20}$ m$^{-3}$.

Detailed comparisons of the spatial profiles of $n_e$, $T_e$, and electron pressure $P_e$, are presented for several operating modes. In addition, these data are compared with initial calculations from the UEDGE fluid code.
1. INTRODUCTION

The divertor in a tokamak must exhaust heat, particles and also provide density and particle control for the plasma core. Currently, one approach to reduce the divertor heat load is to radiate the power in the SOL and divertor, thereby spreading the heat flux over a wider area (e.g. a “Radiative Divertor”). Significant heat flux reduction has been achieved with D₂ [1–3] and impurity puffing [4] on DIII-D and other machines [5]. Particle exhaust of D₂ [6] and helium [7] has also been demonstrated. While these techniques are promising on existing machines, we must assess the effectiveness of these techniques for future machines. This extrapolation requires that we must develop an understanding of the relevant physical processes, which can in turn be implemented in benchmarked computational codes [8]. These codes then become design tools for tokamak divertors in future machines (and in other devices with open field lines).

One of the important ingredients in achieving this understanding is the measurement of \(n_e\) and \(T_e\) in the divertor and scrape-off layer (SOL) during various operating modes. These are particularly important in radiating plasmas, as \(n_e\) and \(T_e\) determine the atomic physics processes. While time-resolved, detailed measurements of \(n_e\) and \(T_e\) with Thomson Scattering and other diagnostics [9] have become relatively routine in the core [10] and SOL [11,12], much of the data in the divertor has been obtained at the divertor plate with fixed probes [13] or at low injected power with scanning probes [14].

We present a short summary of the first Thomson Scattering measurements of \(n_e\) and \(T_e\) in a tokamak divertor. The divertor plasma was scanned past the Divertor Thomson Scattering (DTS) diagnostic to obtain 2-D profiles of the data. While data was obtained over a wide range of conditions during the Divertor Characterization Experiment (DCX) on DIII–D [15], we will focus here on results from ELMing H–mode and D₂ puffing. Other papers present detailed physics results [16,17] and diagnostic details [18,19].

After a short description of the DTS and its relationship to other diagnostics, we present results from ELMing H–mode in Section 3, followed by D₂ puffing results in Section 4. A comparison of a measured 2-D \(T_e\) profile with calculations from the UEDGE code are presented in Section 5, followed by a discussion.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The DIII-D DTS system borrows heavily from the design of the DIII-D core Thomson Scattering system [10]. The locations of the measurement locations for the DTS are shown in the top of Fig. 1, where a cross-section of the lower DIII-D divertor is shown. (For orientation, the Advanced Divertor cryopump is shown at the right of Fig. 1.) The Nd:YAG laser beam enters the machine from below through a port in the middle of the divertor plate and the collection optics are focused along the laser beam at eight locations above the divertor plate. The centroids of the measurement locations are: 1.6 cm, 3.5 cm, 5.3 cm, 7.2 cm, 10.8 cm, 14.2 cm, 17.5 cm, and 20.8 cm above the divertor plate. The radial extent of the measurement is determined by the size of the laser beam (about 0.3 cm) and the height is determined by the viewing optics (about 1.3–1.5 cm, depending on channel). The measurement time during the laser pulse is very short (15 ns), and the laser pulses every 50 ms during the discharge. The major changes in the DTS system compared to the core system were: 1) a specially designed, aspherical wide-aperture (f/6.8) collection lens, 2) polychromators optimized for low temperature measurements [19], and 3) a stray light reduction scheme optimized for the divertor geometry [18]. The design features have enabled measurement of $T_e$ in the range ≤ 1 eV in the presence of the ambient background of plasma radiation.

We obtain the most interesting and useful DTS measurements under two conditions: 1) fixed divertor plasma position, with a variation of the plasma parameters, and 2) swept divertor plasma position with constant plasma conditions. An example of case 1 is the detailed study of Partially Detached Discharges (PDD-detached at the separatrix, and reattached away from the separatrix at the divertor plate) obtained during Radiative Divertor operation with D2 puffing [17]. The measured $T_e$ over most of the DTS channels drops significantly and the divertor heat flux is reduced by factors of 3–5. Case 2 involves maintaining the plasma in ELMing H-mode or PDD mode while the 2-D distribution of $T_e$ and $n_e$ is obtained; this case is the focus of the present discussion.

Shown in the Fig. 1 is the time history of a typical ELMing H-mode discharge (86885) with a sweep of the divertor plasma. The discharge parameters were: lower single null, plasma current $I_p = 1.4$ MA, toroidal field $B_T = 2.1$ T (VB drift towards the divertor), neutral beam power $P_{inj} = 4.1$ MW, and core plasma density $n_e = 6.5 \times 10^{19}$ m$^{-3}$. The core plasma conditions were held fixed as the radial locations of the strike point on the divertor plate (third panel of Fig. 1) and the X-point (fourth panel) were swept in time. The $T_e$ (10.8 cm above the divertor plate-first panel of Fig. 1) and $n_e$ (7.2 cm above the divertor plate-second panel of...
Fig. 1. (Top) A cross-sectional view of the lower DIII-D divertor, showing the measurement locations of the DTS. For reference, the cryopump is at the right side of the figure. (Bottom) 2-D measurements are obtained by sweeping the divertor plasma. Several time histories are presented: $T_e$ at 10.8 cm above the floor, $n_e$ at 7.2 cm above the floor, $R_{sep}(t)$-the outer separatrix position, $R_{xpt}(t)$-the X-point radial position, and a photodiode signal. The vertical lines show where ELMs were coincident with the DTS laser firing, these data have been excluded from the analyses. (Shot 86885)
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Fig. 1) from DTS are shown. The ELM frequency on this shot was low enough that nearly all of the DTS times were between ELMs. However, there are three time locations noted in Fig. 1 when an ELM was coincident with the DTS firing time, and there is a large change in the measured $n_e$ ($T_e$ was not plotted for these times). We find that the ELM “penetration” into the divertor varies, i.e., on some shots the ELM perturbs all of the DTS channels, and on others, it perturbs only the upper few. There is usually a larger change in $n_e$ than in $T_e$. A detailed treatment of ELMs and DTS is beyond the scope of the present discussion; for the processing described here, we have removed the time points with ELM effects.

We also developed special divertor sweep patterns for these experiments [20]. We started with experiments that kept the X–point height relatively fixed, and allowed the poloidal length $L_{pol}$ from the X–point to divertor plate to vary somewhat. Special control algorithms were developed from analysis of experimental sweeps so that we could keep the poloidal length (X–point to plate) constant, and allow the X–point height to vary somewhat. The details of these sweeps can be important, as some physics in the divertor may be sensitive to absolute lengths (i.e., neutral penetration) as opposed to field line lengths (i.e., charged particle effects). For the data presented here, there were no large variations in poloidal length and only relatively minor variations in X–point height.
3. DTS PROFILES DURING ELMING H–MODE OPERATION

We present the data from two similar ELMing H–mode shots (86885-86886) in Fig. 2. About 550 DTS measurements of \( n_e \) and \( T_e \) were obtained between ELMs on the two shots. A computer algorithm uses the EFIT equilibrium reconstruction calculated at each DTS time to map the \( n_e \) and \( T_e \) data. In Fig. 2, we have mapped the data to a new coordinate plane consisting of the poloidal length from the divertor plate \( (L_{pol}) \) and normalized flux \( (\phi = 1 \) is the separatrix, \( \phi > 1 \) is the SOL, \( \phi < 1 \) is the core, the straight vertical lines are flux surfaces).

Fig. 2. Representative DTS data from an ELMing H–mode. (top) The DTS data points are mapped with EFIT onto a coordinate system of the poloidal length and the normalized flux \( (\phi = 1 \) is the separatrix, the X–point is at a \( L_{pol} \) of about 0.2 m). These data are then smoothed; the \( n_e \), \( T_e \) and \( P_e \) profiles are shown. Note that these quantities are relatively constant along field lines from the X–point to the divertor.
The $L_{\text{pol}}$ from the X–point to the divertor plate for these discharges was about 20 cm. In Fig. 2, we have used the actual $L_{\text{pol}}$ in the mapping (we can also use the $L_{\text{pol}}$ normalized to $L_{\text{pol}}$ from the X–point to the divertor plate; for this data set it would not make a significant difference).

The top frame of Fig. 2 shows $n_e$ as a function of $L_{\text{pol}}$ and $\phi$. We have represented the data points on a grid which roughly corresponds to the spatial extent of each data point. We have not smoothed these data, except when two data points occur in the same cell, and in this case we have displayed the average. The second frame shows a smoothed version of these $n_e$ data. The original data points are still plotted, but a smoothing function that drops off as the square of the distance from the data point has been used to fill in missing data; the three nearest cells are used in the algorithm. Note the high $n_e$ region that extends down the separatrix field line from the X–point to the plate. The smoothed $T_e$ data (third frame) also have a peak (~30–40 eV) in $T_e$ near the separatrix, with a similar profile. Finally, in the last frame we plot the smoothed electron pressure $P_e$, which is the product of $n_e$ and $T_e$. This is an “attached” ELMing H–mode plasma case, and we note that $P_e$ is relatively constant down the flux surface. Detailed comparisons of the total divertor pressure (assuming $P_e$ equals $P_i$) with the midplane (measured $P_e$ and $P_i$) pressure normally show agreement to within a factor of 2, a detailed discussion of electron pressure balance is presented in [17]. (In passing, it should be noted that the difference between the peak of the data in each case and the location of the separatrix in each frame is probably within the uncertainty in the EFIT reconstruction (estimated to be about 1 cm at the divertor plate (Fig. 3); we are currently looking at this in detail.)
4. COMPARISON OF DTS PROFILES IN ELMING H–MODE WITHOUT- AND WITH-(PDD) D2 GAS PUFFING

In addition to the \( L_{\text{pol}} \) and \( \phi \) plots shown in Fig. 2, it is also useful to map the data to a representative equilibrium and display it in real spatial (major radius, height) coordinates. In Fig. 3 (left side) we show the same data as in Fig. 2 except we have mapped the data to the plasma equilibrium at 3687 ms. On the right half of Fig. 3 we show the data from a series of ELMing H–mode discharges with D2 puffing, (discharges 87638, 87639, and 87642 mapped to 2837 ms). The discharge parameters are similar to the ELMing H–mode shots without puffing shown in the left half of the figure, although the density is increased and the injected power is decreased somewhat (\( I_p=1.4 \text{ MA}, P_{\text{inj}}=4 \text{ MW}, B_T=2.1 \text{ T}, \) core \( n_e=8\times10^{19}\text{m}^{-3} \)). Each pair of plots has the same scale except for \( n_e \), which is over four times greater in the detached case. (Some red data points in the core have been suppressed so that we can focus on the divertor and SOL.) Note the band of increased density located outside of the separatrix that extends towards the divertor plate. The density in this region has increased by nearly an order of magnitude compared to the figure on the left. The \( T_e \) is dramatically reduced over a large extent of the divertor. The electron pressure drops from the X–point to the divertor plate, and the pressure is greatly reduced near the separatrix.

Careful examination of the \( T_e \) data points in these and other detached discharges has indicated very low temperatures near the separatrix, \( i.e. T_e < 2 \text{ eV} \). The raw data has been checked to verify that these are valid temperature measurements. This result is important as new atomic processes such as volume recombination may be important at these temperatures. We are currently examining the relationship between the radiation profiles observed in these discharges with the zones of reduced temperature.
Fig. 3. The DTS data mapped to spatial coordinates using a representative EFIT equilibrium during the shot. (left) The same data as in Fig. 2 for an ELMing H-mode are shown mapped to the R (major radius) and Z (height) plane. These data are compared with a D₂ puffing shot shown on the right. All the scales are the same except for nₑ, which is increased by ~4. The density is dramatically increased for the detached case; note the region outside of the separatrix which increases by nearly an order of magnitude. The Tₑ is dramatically reduced, with some data points Tₑ = 1 eV.
5. COMPARISON WITH UEDGE MODEL

We have also started preliminary comparisons of the 2-D DTS results with 2-D computations from the UEDGE model. A comparison is shown in Fig. 4, where the measured (top) and UEDGE-calculated (bottom) $T_e$ are shown with the same scales (Shot 86586, ELMing H-mode with $P_{inj} = 7$ MW). The UEDGE code was matched to the measured upstream (midplane) conditions, and it has reproduced most of the general features of the measured $T_e$. However, a detailed comparison of the $T_e$ data in a flux tube near the separatrix indicates that the data falls off more rapidly from the X-point to the divertor plate than the UEDGE model. This may be due to details of the radiating zone not modeled in UEDGE (a constant impurity fraction was used). In addition, we find that the measured $H_\alpha$ emission in the private flux region is greater than the UEDGE calculation. We are currently focusing on better representations of the radiation (impurity and hydrogenic) in the code, including several impurity models. These are crucial to understanding the PDD and impurity-injected Radiative Divertor modes.
Fig. 4. A comparison of the smoothed DTS $T_e$ data (top) with an initial calculation from UEDGE. There is relatively good agreement between the data and the code. Improvements in the impurity transport treatment in UEDGE is expected to improve the comparison.
6. DISCUSSION

The first measurements from the DTS have provided important data for the physics understanding of the divertor. A large amount of data under various discharge conditions has been obtained; we have presented only ELMing H-mode discharges with- and without- gas puffing here. The $n_e$ increases dramatically in a PDD discharge, while the $T_e$ and $P_e$ drop. Measurements of $T_e \leq 1$ have been observed during PDD operation. In most of the detached discharges studied (both the detached discharge shown in Fig. 3 and L-mode (not shown) with D$_2$ puffing), the peaking of the density somewhat outside of the separatrix and dramatically reduced $T_e$ was a common signature. In general, it was found that some trends in the 2-D data tended to follow field lines (e.g., Fig. 2), while others did not (e.g., $n_e$ on the right side of Fig. 3, a D$_2$ gas puffing case; this is seen more clearly in a plot of $n_e$ as a function of $L_{pol}$ and $\phi$), suggesting the importance of neutral particle effects. The present analyses have focused on the time period between ELMs; we are currently characterizing the ELM time periods, where $n_e$ in the divertor may be further increased. Future studies will focus on the relationship between the $T_e$ and $n_e$ profiles to the 2-D distribution of radiation and impurities.
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